For the dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs), differences between mean-field (GrossPitaevskii) physics and N -particle quantum physics often disappear if the BEC becomes larger and larger. In particular, the timescale for which both dynamics agree should thus become larger if the particle number increases. For BECs in a double-well potential, we find both examples for which this is the case and examples for which differences remain even for huge BECs on experimentally realistic short timescales. By using a combination of numerical and analytical methods, we show that the differences remain visible on the level of expectation values even beyond the largest possible numbers realized experimentally for BECs with ultracold atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
A widely used approach to describe both dynamics and ground-state properties of Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) [1] is the mean-field description via the GrossPitaevskii equation (GPE) [2] [3] [4] . Within this mean-field approach, the BEC is characterized by the single particle density |Ψ 0 (r, t) | 2 ; the time-dependence is given by i ∂ ∂t Ψ 0 (r, t) = − 2 ∇ 2 2m + V ext (r) Ψ 0 (r, t)
where V ext (r) is an external potential, g = 4π 2 as m an interaction parameter depending on the s-wave scattering length a s and N is the particle number. The wave function Ψ 0 is normalized to one. The GPE has been used to describe topics as diverse as double-well potentials [5] , solitons [6] or vortices [7] .
In general, such a mean-field description might be expected to become better for larger particle-numbers N . In the mean-field limit [8] N → ∞, g → 0, such that gN = const, (2) there even are cases for which it is possible to show that the GPE gives the correct ground-state energy [8] . Accurate descriptions of ground state properties are also found in [9, 10] . In [11] dynamics of initially trapped Bose gases are investigated and it is proven that under certain conditions on the interaction potential and the initial state the time-evolution is correctly described by the GPE. * b.gertjerenken@uni-oldenburg. de Nonetheless, noticeable differences between mean-field and N -particle dynamics exist. One example is the collapse and revival phenomenon [12] : what appears to look like a classical damping can, in fact be followed by at least a partial revival (cf. [13, 14] ). In general, situations with important quantum correlations, where a mean-field approach is no longer adequate, are in the focus of current research, e. g. many-particle entanglement [15] , the experimental realization of entangled squeezed states [16] , mesoscopic quantum superpositions [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , and meanfield chaos [22, 23] . In order to estimate timescales on which the mean-field dynamics still agrees with Nparticle quantum dynamics, classical field methods can be used to approximate the quantum dynamics by averaging over mean-field solutions [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] thus mimicking quantum uncertainties that disappear in the mean-field limit (2) but will always be present for finite particle numbers.
In order to investigate the differences between meanfield dynamics and quantum dynamics on the N -particle level in more detail, a BEC in a double-well potential is an ideal system [5, 17, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . While differences between mean-field dynamics and N -particle quantum dynamics have been observed for small BECs [33, 35] , it would be tempting to assume that Eq. (2) implies that those differences disappear if one simply chooses (experimentally realistic) large BECs.
While we do find cases for which this assumption is indeed correct [the "quantum break time" for which meanfield and N -particle quantum dynamics agree diverges in the mean-field limit (2)], we also identify situations for which even for huge BECs this limit is not yet reached. Thus, it also is not reached for (experimentally realistic) large BECs.
The article is structured as follows. In Sec. II the model system is introduced. For low interactions, Sec. III derives an (N -dependent) timescale on which N -particle dynamics and mean-field dynamics agree. While Sec. IV focuses on parameters with a good agreement of meanfield and N -particle results already for comparatively low particle numbers, in Sec. V beyond mean-field behavior is discussed for very large condensates. Section VI concludes the article. and relative phase φ, this leads to the wave function
Here, n (N −n) denotes the number of particles in the left (right) well. These bimodal phase-states are sometimes referred to as atomic coherent states (ACSs) [45] . Note that for finite N these are in general not orthogonal,
while, say, |0, N and |N, 0 are orthogonal, the scalar product of any of these two wave functions with other ACSs (7) is non-zero. The ACSs are overcomplete, to project on them we can use [45] 
for a given wave function |ψ we can thus have the probability distribution
This probability distribution is normalized to one with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ φ < 2π.
III. A CHARACTERISTIC TIMESCALE ON WHICH N -PARTICLE PHYSICS DEVIATES FROM MEAN-FIELD FOR WEAK INTERACTIONS
One approach to explain parts of the behavior of quantum systems is to average over mean-field solutions, so called truncated Wigner methods [25, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . For a BEC in a double well, the Husimi-distribution (10) can be used to average over mean-field solutions (Refs. [24, 26] and references therein). Without tilt (µ 0 = 0) and driving (µ 1 = 0), the mean-field dynamics is known analytically (see, e.g., Ref. [13] and references therein).
If the BEC initially is in one well, for low enough interactions the particles oscillate between both wells. For non-zero interactions, many-particle interactions lead to a collapse of this oscillation (which will, in a true quantum-mechanical situation eventually be followed by revivals, cf. [13, 14, 30] ). In this section, we derive an analytic expression for the timescale on which this collapse takes place by using the Husimi-distribution (10) to mimic the apparent damping in the N -particle behavior.
If all particles initially are in the state |N, 0 , the Husimi-distribution becomes ∝ sin(θ) cos(θ/2) 2N = 2 sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2) 2N +1 . For large N , this can only be non-zero for very small θ, leading to the probability distribution:
To simplify the following calculations, this probability distribution is normalized to one with 0 ≤ θ < ∞ and 0 ≤ φ < 2π; contributions from angles with θ > π are negligible for large N . Averaging over GPE-trajectories with initial conditions θ and φ with this distribution averages over states with mean-field energies E mf = cos
. For low interactions the system oscillates periodically, initial conditions and strength of the interactions determine amplitude and oscillation time which are known analytically [13] . For low interactions, the movement is sinusoidal [46] . The oscillation period 1/T [13] of those sinusoidal oscillations [sin(t/T ), cos(t/T )] can be expressed for low interactions and small θ as [46] :
The dependence of amplitude of these oscillations on the integration is a higher order effect [46] . The next step is to average these oscillations with the Husimidistribution (10); after integrating over θ we find [46] damping terms:
We thus find that N -particle dynamics agree with the mean-field dynamics, if t T mf
In the mean-field limit, N → ∞ and κ → 0 such that N κ = const, the timescale on which mean-field dynamics and many-particle dynamics are expected to agree increases with √ N . Averaging over the Husimi-distribution (10) thus predicts a damping of the oscillation, corresponding to the damping of the N -particle oscillations. The apparent damping is a collapse which would eventually be followed by a revival (cf. [13, 14] ). In order to explain such a behavior, extended semi-classical methods have been used [30] . Averaging over classical mean-field solutions produces wrong results as soon as quantum mechanical interference plays a role. 1 We use the mean-field timescale to guide us for how long times we have to let our N -particle quantum dynamics run: Figure 1 (a) displays numerical results for the timeevolution of the undriven double-well condensate when 1 For a Schrödinger cat generated via scattering a quantum bright soliton off a barrier, a truncated-Wigner calculation for the center-of-mass coordinate correctly describes the N -particle quantum dynamics up to the point where both parts of the wave function start to interfere again [32] . For a BEC in a strongly driven double well for which the mean-field dynamics becomes chaotic similar interferences lead to less agreement between truncated Wigner and N -particle quantum dynamics than for regular mean-field dynamics [27] .
all the particles are initially located in the left well. While on the mean-field level the population imbalance shows full oscillations between both wells, the N -particle dynamics exhibit the described collapse of the oscillation, which will eventually be followed by a revival. It can be seen that the N -particle solutions follow the mean-field solution up to a characteristic quantum break time [37] that increases with particle number. In Fig. 1 (b) and (c) the results for the N -particle solutions from Fig. 1 (a) are displayed in rescaled time-units of T mf according to Eq. (14) . Figure 1 (c) additionally shows the dynamics of the population imbalance for N = 10000: in rescaled units the collapse takes place on the same timescale for N = 100, N = 1000 and N = 10000, confirming our analytical results. The expression T mf from Eq. (14) gives a good estimate for the collapse time.
IV. APPROACHING THE MEAN-FIELD LIMIT IN A PERIODICALLY DRIVEN DOUBLE-WELL
In the following the model system is investigated under periodic driving. Figure 2 (a) and (b) displays the time-evolution of the population imbalance for particle numbers up to N = 10000. Initially, again all particles are located in the left well. Similar to the undriven situation in Fig. 1 the N -particle results exhibit the collapse of the population imbalance and the quantum break time is found to increase with particle number for the chosen parameters.
Large quantum systems are currently also actively investigated in the context of relaxation [47] . Experimentally, the relaxation to a state of maximum entropy has been observed in optical lattices [48] .
For the model system investigated here, the timeevolution of the Shannon entropy [49] 
is displayed in Fig. 2 (c) for the parameters of Fig. 2 (a) and (b) for N = 10000 particles. Here, a n (t) are the coefficients in an expansion |Ψ(t) = N n=0 a n (t)|n, N − n of the wave function at time t over Fock states. In Fig. 2 (c) a first rapid growing of the entropy can be observed, up to values of about S ≈ 5. Note that this does not necessarily imply deviations of the wave function from a product state: the maximum possible value for N = 10000 particles for the Shannon entropy (15) of an ACS (7) corresponding to a mean-field state is reached for the ACS with ϑ = π/2 and has the value S = 5.33. In the further time evolution the value for the Shannon entropy is found to get as large as 8.92, very close to the maximum possible value of log(N = 10000) = 9.21 for a uniform distribution. Thus, the maximum value is nearly reached for some times. But the oscillations in the entropy in Fig. 2 indicate that in the regarded model system oscillations between the wells still take place. For systems larger than a double well, the equilibrium value would be reached for nearly all times [50] .
From results as shown in figures 1 and 2 it might be deduced that the mean-field description gets exact in the limit N → ∞, κ → 0 with N κ = const: As for N κ = const the results of GPE and N -particle calculations agree for longer times ∆T with increasing particle number this could motivate the assumption: for N → ∞ also ∆T → ∞. This statement has to be investigated with care. In the next section we show results that exhibit clear differences between N -particle dynamics and the description on the GPE-level for very large particle numbers.
V. BEYOND MEAN-FIELD BEHAVIOR FOR VERY LARGE CONDENSATES
In the following for exemplary initial conditions the time-evolution is discussed both on the mean-field and on the N -particle level to demonstrate deviations from (GP)-mean-field behavior for large particle numbers.
For the comparison of mean-field and N -particle dynamics the relation to the phase space of the corresponding classical system is of special interest: in [28] the convergence to classicality is investigated for different initial conditions. Temporal fluctuations in the bosonic Josephson junction have also been investigated as a probe for phase space tomography [31] . In [37] a periodically driven double-well system with a mixed phase space was investigated and it was shown that the mean-field limit is approached rapidly with N in regular regions of phase space, but that strong differences occur in chaotic regions of phase space. The relation between mean-field chaos and entanglement in periodically driven doublewell condensates was investigated in [22, 27] : in chaotic regions of phase space the creation of entanglement is accelerated [27] . Here, we focus on very large particle numbers for initial conditions close to the separatrix in a mainly regular phase space.
For weak driving the Poincaré surface of section corresponding to the classical Hamiltonian (5) is displayed in Fig. 3 (a) . The separatrix divides phase space into regions with qualitatively different types of motion: "oscillation" for closed trajectories around the elliptic fixed point at z ≈ 0.18 and φ ≈ −0.47π and "rotation". The regular islands around the elliptic fixed points at z = 0.9, φ = 0.1π and z = −0.97, φ = 0.95π correspond to the self-trapping regime [5, 36] .
Such a classical perspective can give important insight into N -particle dynamics. On the GPE-level a wavefunction is characterized by the parameters θ and φ, representing a point in classical phase space. As the ACSs are not orthogonal the associated N -particle state (7) has a certain extension in phase space that gets smaller with increasing particle number N and eventually vanishes in the mean-field (2). To account for these quantum mechanical uncertainties often semi-classical methods, where a phase-space distribution is propagated, are used [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . On the N -particle level it was demonstrated in [22] that a hyperbolic fixed point acts as a generator of mesoscopic entanglement. The relation to the classical phase space has also been investigated experimentally: it was demonstrated at the example of the internal Josephson effect that a quantum mechanical many-particle system can exhibit a classical bifurcation [41] . Now, two initial mean-field conditions (red crosses in Fig. 3 (a) ) are chosen such that they are closely spaced but located to either side of the separatrix. Both states have equal relative phase φ and slighty different population imbalances z 1 (t = 0) = −0.0689974 and z 2 (t = 0) = z 1 (t = 0) + ∆z(t = 0) with ∆z(t = 0) = 10 −7 . The black arrows in Fig. 3 (a) indicate the direction of flow, leading to the the time-evolution of the population imbalance z(t) depicted in Fig. 3 (b) : While the mean-field trajectories initially stay closely spaced, at the hyperbolic fixed point the trajectories diverge and the different types of motion for initial conditions to either side of the separatrix become visible. The clearly distinguishable behavior around t/T ≈ 55 is highlighted in Fig. 3 (c) where the difference ∆z(t) = z 1 (t) − z 2 (t) in population imbalance is depicted. In Fig. 3 (d) it can be seen that similar differences occur repeatedly also at later times. In Fig. 3 (e) the time-evolution of the two mean-field trajectories is visualized in dependence of population imbalance z and relative phase φ for times 0 < t/T < 80. As data points are always depicted at integer multiples of the period duration it can be seen that the motion is slowed down close to the hyperbolic fixed point. This explains why clearly visible differences between both trajectories occur only in a short time interval, when the trajectories move away from the hyperbolic fixed point. As both trajectories return to the hyperbolic fixed point at different times in the long-time behavior clearly visible differences occur more often. On the N -particle level the unitarity of the time evolution operator U (t − t 0 ) implies that the scalar product of two N -particle states |Ψ 1 (t) and |Ψ 2 (t) is the same at all times t:
Thus, the scalar product of initially very close ACSs (7) stays close to one for all times t. It only deviates from one for very large N . For the initial ACSs (7) corresponding to the mean-field initial conditions in Fig. 3 the value of the scalar product still is 0.99 for
For the presented situation this implies intuitively that the full N -particle dynamics cannot be captured by the (GP)-mean-field approximation even for very large particle numbers. For 1000 particles and the parameters from Fig. 3 this point is illustrated in Fig. 4 (d) , where the time evolution of the absolute square of the scalar product
is shown. Here, |ϑ(t), ϕ(t) is the ACS (7) associated at each point of time with the time-evolved mean-field state and |Ψ(t) denotes the time-evolved N −particle state when the time-evolution is initialized with the ACS (7) corresponding to the initial mean-field state. The time evolution of the absolute square of the scalar product (18) is displayed for both initial states and a rapid drop to very low values is observed, confirming the statement that the N -particle dynamics cannot follow the dynamics of the ACSs (7). Differences in the two curves correspond to the differences between the two mean-field states in Fig. 3 (b) . The data in Fig. 4 (d) can be understood in the following way: on the N -particle level the initial wave function has a certain extension, as the ACSs are not orthogonal. This wave function is then torn apart when crossing the hyperbolic fixed point, stretching along the separatrix. This behavior is nearly the same for both initial states, if they are close enough to each other. The mean-field states [respectively the resulting ACSs (7)] -lying on either side of the separatrix and thus corresponding to distinct behavior -cannot show this behavior.
Additionally, the corresponding expectation value J z /N with the population imbalance (4) is investigated on the N -particle level. It can be proved analytically, independent of the model used, that quantum mechanical wave functions |Ψ 1 and |Ψ 2 (normalized to one) which are similar in the sense of
lead to similar expectation values A for operators likeÂ =Ĵ z /N (Appendix A). For the difference
of expectation values for the population imbalance J z we find [Eqs. (A27) and (A17)]:
This statement is also visible in the numerics for the investigation of Fig. 2 : in Fig. 4 (a) numerical results for the expectation value J z of the population imbalance on the N -particle level are shown for one of the initial conditions. In (b) the difference ∆ J z in J z for both initial conditions is displayed, which is on the order of 10 −6 for N = 1000. Thus, even on the level of expectation values, the difference between both states remains small. The numeric investigations of Fig. 4 are a graphic illustration of the more general result (21) . This result, proved in the appendix, remains true for the huge BEC of Eq. (17) . Thus, on the N -particle level the differences between the dynamics of the two initial conditions will be very small, in particular very much smaller than the difference on the mean-field level depicted in Fig. 3 .
The deviations between mean-field dynamics and Nparticle quantum dynamics have been described to indicate emergence of entanglement on the N -particle level [27] , which we can also observe in Fig. 4 . Here, we use as a signature for entanglement the quantum Fisher information [15, 51] for the relative phase between the condensates in the two potential wells. For pure states it reads
with the experimentally measurable [16] variance
2 of the population imbalance. An entanglement flag is then given by
2 The prove of Eq. (21), which can be found in the appendix, uses
properties of the operatorĴz/N that are shared with other (but not all) operators. For a particle in a one-dimensional quantum mechanical box, 0 ≤ x ≤ L, the expectation values ψ 1 |x|ψ 1 and ψ 2 |x|ψ 2 would also lie close together if the scalar product of both wave functions satisfied Eq. (19) . However, if the size of the box goes to infinity, the differences can become arbitrarily large.
This is a sufficient condition for particle-entanglement and identifies those entangled states that are useful to overcome classical phase sensitivity in interferometric measurements [15] . For the presented situation the entanglement flag (23) is displayed in 4 (c). For times t/T 15 it takes on values F ent > 1, indicating entanglement.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented an example for which N -particle quantum dynamics remains different from mean-field (Gross-Pitaevskii) dynamics up to particle numbers of the order of 10
12 . This number is significantly higher than for the largest condensates in experiments with ultracold atoms (consisting of about 10 9 atoms of spinpolarized hydrogen [52] ). To do this, we identify that two distinct initial conditions near the separatrix lead to a mean-field behavior that cannot be reproduced by even the largest BECs (let alone the small BECs in double wells investigated, e.g., in the experiment [36] , cf. [41] ).
By combining analytic and numeric investigations, we have shown that the differences between mean-field dynamics and N -particle quantum dynamics would be visible on the level of expectations values on experimentally realistic short timescales. For initial conditions far away from the separatrix, the timescale on which meanfield and N -particle quantum physics agree would be larger than the lifetime of the BEC for such huge BECs [Eq. (14) ].
While we have chosen the specific model system of a double-well potential in two-mode approximation, deductions for more general systems can be drawn (cf. footnote on page 6). If two initial wave functions are different from each other, we can write their overlap as:
with 0 < δ ≤ 1 .
As shown in Eq. (16) quantum mechanics yields that the scalar product of both functions remains constant for all times. A similar statement does, however, not necessarily apply to expectation values: if, say, a small part of a spatial single-particle wave function is moved very far away this has hardly any effect on a scalar product but can have large effects on calculating the expectation value of the position.
In Sec. A 1 we show that the operatorsÂ =Ĵ x,y,z /N defined in Eqs. (4) are bounded in the sense:
where the constant C is independent of N and for all wave functions normalized to 1. For such cases, we show in Sec. A 2 that the difference of the expectation values remains small for all times: For the model discussed in this paper, all wave functions can be expressed in the Fock-bases, i.e:
We now can show:
Because of the inequality [which is valid because of (|b| − |c|) 2 > 0], the remaining sum in Eq. (A8) is smaller than: 
for the last step we have used Eqs. (A7). Thus, we have proved the first of the following four inequalities: 
which again uses Eq. (A9). Because of |x ± y| ≤ |x| + |y|, this also proves the inequalities:
1 N ψ|Ĵ ζ | ψ ≤ 1 ; ζ ∈ {x, y, z} . In the following, we use that the wave functions |ψ 1 (t) and |ψ 2 (t) are normalized: ψ 1 (t)|ψ 1 (t) = 1 (A18) ψ 2 (t)|ψ 2 (t) = 1 .
For any such functions for which Eq. (A1) is valid, we can express |ψ 2 (t) as:
where α(t) is a real number and ψ 1 (t)|ψ ⊥ (t) = 0 (A21) ψ ⊥ (t)|ψ ⊥ (t) = 1 .
(A22)
For all operatorsÂ we have: ψ 2 (t)|Â|ψ 2 (t) = ψ 1 (t)|Â|ψ 1 (t) (1 − δ)
+ ψ ⊥ (t)|Â|ψ 1 (t) δ(1 − δ)e iα(t)
+ ψ 1 (t)|Â|ψ ⊥ (t) δ(1 − δ)e −iα(t)
Defining the difference of the expectation values as:
∆ A ≡ ψ 2 (t)|Â|ψ 2 (t) − ψ 1 (t)|Â|ψ 1 (t) (A24) yields |∆ A | ≤ ψ 1 (t)|Â|ψ 1 (t) δ + ψ ⊥ (t)|Â|ψ 1 (t) δ(1 − δ)
IfÂ is bounded in the sense that for all ψ and ψ with ψ|ψ = 1 and ψ| ψ = 1 and for all N the following inequality (A3), ψ|Â| ψ ≤ C , 0 < C < ∞ , where C is independent of N , is true, we thus have:
which becomes
